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Abstract
The adequate operation of external shading systems
would signify an improvement of the thermal and visual
interior environment. By controlling the direct sunlight
admission, the solar gains can be maximized in winter and
minimized in summer. Unfortunately, these advantages
are conflicting with a discomfort glare reduction and
usually actual control strategies either focus on thermal
aspects or daylight maximization. To address this issue, a
multi-objective optimization approach (MO) is
implemented where key performance indicators (KPIs)
for both energy and comfort are evaluated as a function of
slats’ tilting angle. The proposed solutions are then
compared to standard strategies that prioritize selected
aspects of the performance: energy or daylight and visual
comfort. In order to showcase our approach, the use of
automated exterior blinds is tested by the way of computer
simulations in an office room located in Martigny,
Switzerland. The RADIANCE based 5-phase matrix
multiplication method is employed for the prediction of
work plane illuminance as well as for the HDR image
generation to assess the glare risks, while thermal loads
are evaluated using EnergyPlus. Tested under sunny and
cloudy climate conditions, the MO strategy achieved the
lowest energy consumption with a maximum of 10%
reduction in energy terms and 9% in daylight and visual
comfort KPIs. While the MO strategy revealed to be the
best option for achieving both comfort and energy goals
on the six tested days, future work implies a simulation
over the whole year together with real monitoring to
confirm its performance.

Introduction
Achieving a comfortable visual and thermal environment
for building occupants represents a real challenge due to
the conflicting interaction of the most relevant aspects
involved, such as: daylight provision, risk of glare and
overheating. The use of external horizontal blinds is a
common strategy applied to buildings which aims to the
creation of satisfactory interior environments (Dubois,

2001). A strategical use of blind controls would contribute
to the reduction of the risk of glare and overheating while
maximizing the daylight provision, targetting the
reduction of the energy consumption as well (Athanassios
& Andreas K., 2007). However, the strategies typically
applied to the control of horizontal blinds have focused on
only one or two aspects relevant to their performance. A
common strategy is to control the position of venetian
blinds according to the incidence of the solar radiation on
the façade, as well as, calculating the slat’s cut off angle
to prevent the transmission of direct solar radiation
indoors. However, previous studies have shown that the
application of similar strategies resulted on increased
glare probabilities (Wienold, 2011; Ying-Chieh &
Tzempelikos, 2013), or in a higher energy consumption
(Katsifaraki et al., 2017). In a similar way, when strategies
that prioritize the daylight admission are applied, an
increased risk of glare was observed (Xiong &
Tzempelikos, 2016), as well as a higher overall energy
consumption (de Michele et al., 2008). Control strategies
that aim at a reduction of the heating and cooling energy
demand by maintaining a certain temperature level
indoors, also observed a less satisfactory interior
environment for visual comfort (de Michele et al., 2008).
On the other hand, better results were observed with the
application of strategies that included more than one
aspect within their control criteria, such as, a strategy
based on the correlation between glare prediction and
daylight provision (Ying-Chieh & Tzempelikos, 2013). It
is clear, that the use of horizontal blinds would have an
equal impact on key aspects of the building’s energy and
comfort performance. The latter, implies that the
application of an integrated evaluation is crucial in order
to ensure their most adequate performance.
Currently, different simulation tools exist that predict the
performance of automated blind controls, however one
that aims at minimizing the energy consumption while
maintaining an acceptable comfort level in an integrated
simulation environment is still missing. Nowadays most
of the heat transfer and daylighting performance
evaluations are performed independently by specialized
software with specific simulation capabilities (typically

RADIANCE and EnergyPlus). The latter implies, that the
evaluation is carried-out separately (Hoffmann et al.,
2015), which is demanding in terms of user simulation
skills as well as for the time and effort required for
transferring the information between the tools to complete
the analysis. In order to overcome such constraints, firstrate simulation tools aiming to an integrated performance
assessment have been created in recent years. As common
feature, they share the ability of modelling the
performance of blinds and redirecting systems by
representing their light and thermal properties with the
use of BSDF data. However, still nowadays, their
‘thorough-functionality’ faces different challenges, as for
instance, a limited flexibility in terms of modelling
complex building geometries (Bueno et al., 2015), or on
the control strategies that are allowed to be applied
(Bustamante et al., 2017; Hauer & Geisler-Moroder,
2017). While few allow more flexibility on those regards,
their drawback lies in their simulation capabilities: the
daylight assessment is performed by the RADIANCE
Three Phase Method restricting the advantages of a more
accurate prediction using the Five-Phase Method. While
most of them allow the calculation of the energy demand,
the glare evaluation is performed in a simplified way,
based on illuminance or luminance estimation
(Bustamante et al., 2017; de Michele et al., 2008; Hauer
& Geisler-Moroder, 2017). The latter, indicates that a
‘thorough’ simulation tool integrating the most relevant
aspects for comfort and energy evaluation of blinds and
redirecting systems, with an up-to-date use of simulation
and evaluation methods is still an issue to solve.
In this study, we focus on a trade-off strategy that searches
to maintain a reasonable level of the occupant’s comfort
while minimizing the building’s energy consumption. By
investigating the impact of this multi-objective control
strategy focusing on both energy and comfort, we intend
to highlight the importance of applying an integrated
performance evaluation.
The proposed multi-objective strategy (MO) will be
evaluated and compared with two standard control
strategies: the Daylight and Glare strategy (DLG) and the
Incident solar radiation on the façade strategy (ISR).
These existing strategies are briefly described in the next
paragraph. Furthermore, the two most extreme situations
regarding blinds position are also considered: the first
reference case (RC) with blinds fully open all the time, as
well as the second reference case (Evb tilt 65°) with blinds
fully closed all the time (i.e. blinds are fully deployed and
the slats tilted to 65°).

Standard Control Strategies for horizontal blinds
Standard strategy I: Daylight and glare strategy (DLG)
In the DLG strategy, only two aspects of the occupant’s
comfort are taken into account, as it focuses on
maximizing the admission of daylight while minimizing
the risk of glare. Similar criteria to the DLG strategy has
been
implemented
in
previous
studies
(Chaiwiwatworakul et al., 2009; Ying-Chieh &
Tzempelikos, 2013).
Standard strategy II: Incident solar radiation on the façade
(ISR).
The ISR strategy, focuses on the control of the solar
radiation admitted into the room, which is activated when
the ‘surface outside solar radiation’ (W/m2) exceeds a
certain threshold. Based on previous studies, an incident
solar radiation threshold of 150 W/m2 was established as
indicator for the deployment of the exterior blinds for
solar protection (Atzeri et al., 2013; Katsifaraki et al.,
2017; Wienold, 2011).

Methods
Room description
The evaluated room is located in the first floor of the Idiap
Research Institute, in the city of Martigny Switzerland
(Lat. 46.10° N, Long. 7.08° E, 471 m above sea level).
The building dimensions are approximate 60 m long by
50 m width, with an orientation of 56° due to the South
West (Figure 1). The evaluated office room is located on
the first floor, it has a rectangular shape with an area of 23
m2 and dimensions approximately 7.05 m deep by 3.05 m
width and 3.06 m height, while the Window to Wall Ratio
(WWR) is 60% (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Exterior view of the Idiap Research Institute.

In order to create a virtual model that would be later used
for the simulations, the photometric properties of surface
materials were measured using a Chromameter (Minolta
CR-220), which was employed to measure the visual
reflectance of walls, ceiling and floor as well as the
exterior blinds. The specularity of materials was
measured using a glossmeter (Minolta GM-060)
characterized at 60° incident angle. The surfaces
reflectance was then determined from the room

monitoring: floor grey carpet (8%), concrete ceiling
(24%), concrete wall (34%) and white wall (70%). The
window is divided in three sections, an upper and lower
section with a translucid glass of 31% transmittance, and
double clear glazing at the centre unit with 73%
transmittance, those were measured with a digital Lux
meter (Gossen Mavo-Lux 5032-B). The window is
equipped with metal exterior blinds of a halved hexagonal
shape with approximate dimensions of 9.0 by 3.0 cm, of
a clear grey matte colour and 30% reflectance (Figure 3).
In regards of electric lighting, the office room is equipped
with three fluorescent tubes of 58 W, which are suspended
from the ceiling and placed at the central axis along the
room.

Figure 2. The evaluated office room from the back towards
the window (left) and from the window towards the back of
the room (right).

Integrated Evaluation and Simulation methods
Using the measured data of the existing room, a virtual
model was created by reproducing its features using the
software Google Sketchup (Figure 4). In a similar way,
eight variants of the exterior blinds were created and their
BSDF data (Andersen & Boer, 2006), was generated with
the use of the genBSDF tool (McNeil, 2015), from an
open (horizontal, zero tilt) to a closed position (tilt 65°) in
steps of 10°. Since, the beam normal and diffuse
horizontal irradiance (W/m2) are not measured at the local
weather station, the simulations were carried out using
data obtained from a meteorological station located in the
city of Evionnaz at approximately 8 km from the location
of the studied room.

Figure 3. Close view of the exterior blinds with halve
hexagonal shape.

The integrated evaluation was then performed according
to key performance Indicators (KPI): ‘risk of glare
(DGP)’, to assess the visual comfort of the occupants, as
well as ‘Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA)’, as a base to

predict the electricity consumption for lighting. In
addition, the ‘air sensible heating and cooling’ was also
evaluated to account for the required energy consumption
to maintain an adequate thermal comfort indoors.
In regards to the daylight assessment, sDA describes the
annual sufficiency of ambient illuminance indoors, as the
percentage of task area that meets a minimum daylight
illuminance for a certain period of time (Kaempf et al.,
2016). A minimum illuminance threshold of 300 lux
during at least 50% of the time is considered in this study,
for which an sDA greater than 55% is considered as an
‘acceptable’ daylight condition.

Figure 4. Comparison of a fisheye view image of the existing
vs the simulated office room on November 9th at 14:00 pm.

The latter is calculated based on work plane illuminance
results, which were obtained at 20 measurement points,
from simulations using the RADIANCE matrix
multiplication methods (McNeil, 2010; Ward, 1985). In
this study, the evaluation of the risk of glare was based on
the use of the DGP index, which is based on the vertical
eye illuminance, while its criteria its built on the
probability of glare disturbance as perceived by the
occupants under a certain daylight condition (Wienold &
Christoffersen, 2005). In order to perform such
evaluation, HDR fisheye images of 180° were generated
for every time step using the RADIANCE matrix
multiplication methods as well, while the glare prediction
was performed with the use of the RADIANCE program
evalglare. The overall glare evaluation was performed
according to the classification proposed by Wienold
(Wienold, 2009), shown in Table 1. The next step was
performed with the use of the software EnergyPlus, for
which, a novel evaluation method was applied, consisting
first, on obtaining the ‘sensible heating and cooling loads’
without considering the solar heat gains, as well as the
electric lighting heat gains. In order to do this, an opaque
zero transmission surface was assigned to the polygon
representing the window in the virtual model, while the
electric lighting was set to an off state. Then, an ideal
HVAC system was assumed by setting the features of the
EnergyPlus model with comfort thresholds established by
setting the temperature limits to 20° C for heating and 26°
C for cooling (ASHRAE, 2017).

A ‘best class’
95% of office
time glare
weaker than
‘imperceptible’

B ‘good
class’
95% of
office time
glare weaker
than
‘perceptible’

C ‘reasonable
class’
95% of office
time glare
weaker than
‘disturbing’

in the occupant’s comfort as well as the reduction of
energy consumption are considered: the required energy
for heating, cooling and electric lighting, daylight
sufficiency, as well as the risk of glare. An overview of
such evaluation aspects is described in Figure 5.

DGP
<= 0.35
<= 0.40
<=0.45
limit
Table 1. Definition of the DGP dynamic glare rating
classification.

The resulting values, would correspond to the necessary
energy loads required to maintain a thermal environment
within a comfortable temperature range, at every
timestep. Alongside, the required energy for lighting was
determined from the sDA results, as compensation of the
minimum required illuminance not provided by the
natural source. A dimming system was assumed for this
calculation, with the use of three 24W LED dimmable T8
tubes, in replacement of the existing 58W fluorescent
tubes. Then, the solar heat gains corresponding to every
‘testing case’ (See Table 2), and for every timestep were
obtained from the EnergyPlus simulations. Those were
then added and considered as a single value for the ‘total
heat gains through windows and from electric lighting’, in
the following evaluation steps. A diagram describing the
pre-evaluation process is included in Figure 6.

Table 2. Description of the ‘testing cases’ that were evaluated
in this study.

A decision-making process is performed as next step,
where the most adequate ‘blinds state’ (Table 2), would
be selected for every timestep according to the criteria of
each control strategy (Multi-objective, Standard I or II).
The integrated performance evaluation of the testing
variants was carried-out under cloudy and clear sky
conditions, in six days (three sunny, three cloudy days),
around the equinox and winter and summer solstices from
9:00 am to 6:00 pm.
Control Strategies for blinds: decision making process
Multi-objective strategy (MO)
The criteria for the application of the MO strategy was
based on the implementation of a trade-off approach, that
searches to maintain a reasonable level of the occupant’s
comfort while minimizing the energy consumption. In
order to achieve such goals, all the main aspects involved

Figure 5. Diagram describing the evaluation aspects to take
into account in the case of the MO strategy.

In the selection process of the most adequate ‘testing case’
to achieve the goals of this strategy, the first step is to
exclude any potential glare situations, then to fulfil the
requirements of the ‘sensible heating and cooling loads’
(as obtained in the pre-evaluation process). Therefore, the
‘testing cases’ are sorted for every time step according to
the value of the ‘total heat gains through windows and
from electric lighting’ that better satisfies such
requirements. The three best solutions would be singled
out, from which, the one that minimizes the ‘energy
consumption for electric lighting’ would be selected. In
order to obtain the ‘total heating and cooling loads’ of the
selected option, the total heat gains would be added as
‘other equipment’ on the EnergyPlus IDF editable file.
With this method, an adequate thermal comfort
environment would be ensured at every timestep, by
accounting for the interior thermal environment of the
former timestep. The resulting new ‘sensible heating and
cooling loads’, along with the calculation of the use of
energy for electric lighting, would be compared to the
‘standard control strategies’ for every timestep. A
diagram describing such process is included in Figure 6,
where the ‘selection priorities’ are highlighted in orange
colour. As first priority, the ‘testing case’ representing a
minimum risk of glare would be selected, then they would
be arranged according to the requirements of the ‘sensible
heating and cooling loads’, from the three most fitting
cases to that value, the one with the lowest energy demand
for electric lighting would be selected as the ‘best option’.

days around the equinox (spring), and around the summer
and winter solstices. In total 6 days are simulated with
different sky conditions for each season: cloudy or sunny
days.
Sunny skies

Figure 6. Diagram describing the ‘pre-evaluation’ process,
which is common to the three evaluated strategies, as well as
the ‘selection’ process applied to the MO strategy.

Standard strategy I: Daylight and glare strategy (DLG)
For the selection of the most adequate blinds position
filling the present criteria, the testing case that allowed the
highest sufficiency of daylighting levels (sDA) while
achieving a DGP below 0.35 was selected for every
timestep on the three days assessed.
Standard strategy II: Incident solar radiation on the façade
(ISR)
In order to determine a variation of the position of the
solar blinds according to the solar irradiance incident on
the façade, a Sigmoid Function equation was applied
(Kaempf et al., 2009). For which, the corresponding
incident solar radiation was associated to a specific
blind’s position, from completely open, through the
deployed blinds options from 0° tilt (slats in a horizontal
tilt position), to a 65° tilt (fully closed). With this method,
the blinds deployment, as well as the opening position of
the slats would be adjusted in accordance with the
intensity of the solar radiation incident on the façade.
Therefore, an incident solar radiation below 150 W/m2
would correspond to a retracted position of the exterior
blinds, while higher values would result on the
deployment of the blinds to an eventually fully closed
slats position.

As observed in Figures 8 and 9, the RC situation (with
blinds fully open all the time) would require less energy
for electric lighting and heating, with 0.31 and 9.37 kWh
respectively, however, it also presents the less favourable
situation for visual comfort (Figure 7). Indeed, the DGP
is maintained within the rating classes, far below the
minimum of 95% of the time required in the classification
shown in Table 1. In addition, the RC would present the
highest energy demand for cooling (2.46 kWh), as shown
in Figure 10.
In the case of the Evb tilt 65° (blinds fully closed at 65°
tilt), it presents a favourable situation for glare as it
maintains the DGP below 0.35 during 100% of the
working hours. However, due to the obstruction for the
daylight admission into the room, it would also require the
highest energy consumption for electric lighting (1.94
kWh), as well as a high energy consumption for heating
(10.56 kWh). While its energy consumption for cooling is
of course the lowest of the strategies and cases compared.
The results of the MO strategy, show that it is the one that
presents a most favourable scenario for most of the
aspects evaluated in this study.
The MO manages to create an interior environment with
a sufficient reduction of the risk of glare. It also achieves
one of the lowest energy demands for electric lighting
(Figure 8), and sensible heating (0.78 and 9.72 kWh
respectively), as well as for cooling energy (0.31 kWh),
in comparison with the other strategies and cases
evaluated in this study.

Results
For the final evaluation, the occupant’s comfort KPI (i.e.
the glare index DGP), as well as the energy reduction
KPI’s (lighting energy use and sensible heating and
cooling needs), were compared for all the control
strategies. The evaluation is presented per season: for two

Figure 7. Sunny skies. Graph describing the interior glare
conditions when applying the compared control strategies, as
well as with the use of the fully open blinds (RC) and the
blinds deployed and fully closed (Evb tilt 65°).

In the case of the two standard strategies, the DLG
strategy also shows a favourable situation for glare during
the three sunny days. The latter, due to the selection
criteria which establishes a minimum DGP of 0.35 for the
selection of the blinds position at every timestep.
Additionally, due to the prevalence of a retracted position
of the exterior blinds, it also allows sufficient daylighting
levels indoors, resulting in a lower energy consumption
for electric lighting (0.32 kWh).

the ISR strategy meets the conditions presented in Table
1, only for the ‘class B’ and ‘C’ ratings, as in the case of
‘class A’, the DGP is below 0.35 only during 90% of the
time.

Figure 10. Sunny skies, energy demand for sensible cooling
(kWh), comparing the three control strategies and the two
extreme window situations.

Cloudy skies
Figure 8. Sunny skies. Energy Use for Lighting (kWh),
comparison of the three evaluated strategies, as well as of the
RC (fully open) and the fully closed situation of the exterior
horizontal blinds (Evb tilt 65°).

In the case of heating and cooling energy (Figure 9 and
10), to maintain a comfortable environment indoors, the
DLG is one of the strategies with higher energy demands
(9.95 and 1.60 kWh resp.), which might be due to the
balanced variation of opened and closed blinds positions
during the three evaluated days. With the ISR strategy, a
‘fully closed’ blinds position is maintained during a high
proportion of the working hours, in order to prevent the
direct solar radiation from entering the room.

Only two graphs are included in the results of the
strategies under cloudy skies conditions, since the risk of
glare and energy demand for cooling are negligible. The
lowest energy consumption for lighting (Figure 11), is
achieved by the RC and the MO strategies (0.36 kWh).
However, as shown in Figure 12, the RC strategy achieves
the highest energy demand for sensible heating (16.0
kWh), while contrastingly, the MO strategy achieves the
second lowest energy demand (15.83 kWh).

Figure 11. Cloudy skies, lighting energy use (kWh), for each
of the control strategies and the two extreme cases compared.

Figure 9. Sunny skies, energy demand for sensible heating
(kWh), comparing the tree control strategies and the two
extreme window situations.

Therefore, such strategy, shows higher energy demands
for lighting and heating (1.30 and 10.66 kWh
respectively), while the energy demand for cooling would
be substantially reduced (Figure 10). In the case of glare,

Due to the total obstruction of the daylight admission, the
blinds in a closed position (‘Evb tilt 65°’), would require
the highest energy demand for lighting (2.0 kWh), and the
lowest for sensible heating (15.5 kWh), which is mainly
due to the heat gains generated for a constant use of
electric lighting. The SRI strategy would be the one
performing worst under cloudy skies, as it shows high
energy demand for heating (16.1 kWh), as well as for
lighting (0.74 kWh), just below the ‘Evb tilt 65°’ blinds

case. Finally, the DLG strategy, shows an average
performance with a moderate demand or energy for
lighting (0.62 kWh), as well as for heating (15.82 kWh).

RC obtain about 16.4 kWh due to the similar window
configuration wich keeps the blinds retracted during most
of the occupied hours. The MO strategy, achieves once
more the lowest energy requirements for lighting and
heating during cloudy skies, achieving 16.2 kWh for the
three cloudy days. As expected, the evaluation of
‘sensible cooling’ showed zero results under cloudy sky
conditions.

Figure 12. Cloudy skies, energy demand for sensible heating
(kWh), for the three control strategies and the two extreme
window situations.

Overall evaluation: Total Energy Use (kWh)
Sunny skies
An overall evaluation of the performance of the three
strategies, as well as of two extreme situations assessed
under sunny sky conditions, is shown in Figure 13. It can
be observed that the MO strategy shows the lowest energy
consumption overall (10.8 kWh), while the SRI and the
DLG strategies would be the second lowest with 11.98
kWh (+10.7%) and 11.9 kWh (+9.1%) respectively. On
the other hand, the RC as well as the Evb tilt 65° blinds
situation show the highest total energy consumption of
12.14 kWh (+12.2%) and 12.50 (+15.5%) kWh
respectively.

Figure 13. Sunny skies, total energy use (kWh)

Cloudy skies
The overall evaluation taking into account the KPI for
comfort assessment and energy consumption under
cloudy skies is shown in Figure 14. The highest energy
consumption is achieved with the use of the Evb tilt 65°,
requiring 17.6 kWh of total energy for lighting and
heating. The SRI strategy achieves a second position with
a total energy use of 16.8 kWh, while the DLG and the

Figure 14. Cloudy skies, total energy use (kWh)

Conclusions
In this study, the integrated performance of a multiobjective strategy (MO) for the control of external blinds,
was compared to two standard ones, as well as to two
‘extreme’ blind positions (fully closed and fully opened
all the time). The key performance indices considered
were: Daylight sufficiency, which was assessed with the
use of the Spatial Daylight Autonomy metric (sDA), as
well as the risk of glare, assessed by the Daylight Glare
Probability index (DGP). Additionally, air temperature
set points served as an indicator of the thermal comfort
indoors, while the energy consumption KPIs were: the
lighting energy use, as well as the sensible heating and
cooling energy demands.
The evaluation was performed under two sky conditions
(sunny and cloudy skies), for a total of 6 days in summer
and winter solstices as well as in the spring equinox. The
idea behind the MO strategy was to find a trade-off
between a reasonable level of occupant’s comfort while
minimizing the energy consumption. The MO control
criteria established setpoints in accordance to
international regulations for both visual and thermal
comfort. Three blinds position that better fulfilled the
‘sensible heating and cooling’ energy requirements were
singled out from nine options at every time step, from
those, the one achieving the lowest energy consumption
for lighting was selected as the ‘best solution’.
The results obtained for the 6 days studied show that, in
both climatic conditions (sunny and cloudy skies), the

MO control strategy presents a predominant performance
when compared to the standard ones, as well as to the
‘extreme’ blind situations. The latter, indicates that the
application of a control strategy taking into account all
relevant aspects involved on the performance of external
blinds, can lead to satisfying solutions for both comfort
and energy objectives. With this method, ‘non-dominated
solutions’ among a representative array of pareto optimal
solutions, were identified through a decision-making
process. In a future work, the set of feasible choices would
be graphically displayed, and the best solutions lying at
the pareto front would be identified for a whole year.
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